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Granulation is a particle enlargement process during which fine particles or atomizable liquids are converted
into granules via a series of complex granulation mechanisms. In this paper, two feedback control strategies are
implemented to make granulation loop processes more steady to operate, i.e., to suppress oscillatory behavior
in the produced granule sizes. In the first control strategy, a classical proportional-integral (PI) controller is
used, while in the second, a double-loop control strategy is used to control the median diameter of the granules
leaving the granulator. The simulation results showed that using the proposed control design for the granulation loop can eliminate the oscillatory behaviour in the produced granule median diameter and make granulation loop processes more steady to operate. A comparison between the two proposed control strategies showed
that it is preferable to use the double-loop control strategy.
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1. Introduction
Granulation is a particle design technique during
which fine particles are converted into larger particles called granules. As a result of granulation process,
granules with the desired properties are produced. The
desired granule properties depend on the product quality requirements. Some of the common granule properties of interest are particle size, moisture content, porosity, compressibility and etc. Granule formation and
their properties also depends on granulation mechanisms. According to Iveson et al. [8], there are three
main granulation mechanisms: (i) particle nucleation
that is the initial stage of particle formation, (ii) particle growth that can occur due to various mechanisms
such as particle layering and and particle agglomeration, and (iii) particle breakage, e.g., particle surface
attrition due to particle collision [8], [3].
This paper is focused on the granulation process used
in fertilizer industry. A rotary drum granulator is used
to produce particles with the desired particle properties. Here, the particle property of interest is the particle size distribution (PSD). Granule growth inside
the drum granulator is assumed due to (i) particle layering, and (ii) binary particle agglomeration as shown
in Figure 1. Here, particle layering is considered as a
continuous process during which particle growth occurs by successive coating of the slurry onto a particle. Binary particle agglomeration is considered as a
process that occurs due to successful collision of two
particles, resulting in the formation of a larger, composite particle [8], [12], [31], [30].
In fertilizer industry, there are operational challenges in the granulation processes that are of interest in

terms of process control view. Control of granulation
processes is needed since (i) granulation processes
are operated below design capacity, and (ii) oscillatory behavior may occur in the produced granule size
and in the granule flow rates. This paper focuses on
damping and elimination of oscillatory behavior seen
on granulation loop plants.
Oscillatory behavior is observed on different, with regard to the granulator type, granulation loop plants.
For example, studies on oscillatory behaviour seen in
fluidized bed granulators are given in [17], [23]. Numerous studies are focused on control of fluidized bed
granulators, including [1], [2], [4], [19], [20], [21]. The
recent studies regarding stabilization of the continuous granulation loop process in the fluidized bed are
reported in [17], [18]. Similarly to fluidized bed granulators, granulation loop processes using drum granulators also show oscillatory behavior of particle sizes
and particle flow rates [29], [30]. Studies regarding
the control of the granulation processes where the rotary drums are used as the granulators are given in [5],
[24], [29], [33], [32].
A mathematical model of the granulation process is
needed to study the possibilities for eliminating the
oscillatory behaviour seen on industrial scale granulation loop plants. There are several approaches to
modeling granulation processes. Typically modeling
approahes are divided into (i) black box models also
referred as empirical models that are based on actual plant data, and (ii) grey-box models called also
mechanistic models that are based on conservation

Figure 1
Particle growth due to particle layering and particle agglomeration inside the drum granulator [31]
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principles. Mathematical modeling of the granulation
processes for control studies is commonly performed
using the population balance (PB) principle [26]. In
[3], [18], [23], [31], [30], [7], [25], [28], [33], [32] mechanistic models using the PB principles are developed.
Generic drum granulation models are presented in
[24], [25], [28]. In this paper, a mechanistic model using the PB principles is used to model the granulation
process.
Even though numerous research works have been
performed in studying granulation processes, the
control of the granulation loop process still remains
a challenge. The motivation of this research is to design proper control strategies to make production of
granulation loop processes more steady to operate,
i.e., to eliminate the oscillatory behavior observed in
the produced particle sizes.
This paper is the extension of our previous studies
reported in. In this paper, the authors extend the previous study [29] by comparing two feedback control
strategies with the objective to eliminate the oscillatory behaviour in the the produced particle sizes.
Thus, the main contribution of this paper is the comparison of the double-loop control strategy [29] with
the classical PI controller. Another contribution of
this paper is the analysis of the system dynamics using a bifurcation analysis.

2021/4/50

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the
description and the model of the granulation loop are
given. Open loop simulations of the dynamic model are
performed in Section 3. The design of the control system
for the granulation loop process is given in Section 4.1.
In Section 4.2, a classical PI-controller is applied to the
granulation loop process. A description of a double-loop
control strategy is provided in Section 4.3. Simulation
results and discussion are given in Section 5, while
conclusions are drawn in Section 6. Descriptions of the
symbols used in the paper are listed in Appendix 1.

2. Granulation Loop
2.1. Process Description
The granulation loop with the recycling studied in this
paper is shown in Figure 2. The main granulation loop
units are: (i) rotary drum granulator, (ii) double-deck
screen (particle classifier), and (iii) roll crusher. The
rotary drum is used to produce solid particles (granules) by spraying a slurry melt on recycled particles.
In the granulation drum, particles grow in their sizes
due to various granulation mechanisms. In this paper,
the particle growth is assumed to occur due to both
the particle layering and the binary particle agglomeration [8], [12], [31], [30].

Figure 2
Schematic diagram of the rotary drum granulation loop used to model granulation process in fertilizer industry [30]
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Together with the granulator, the granulation loop
also consists of a product classification step (double-deck screens). Granules that remain lying on the
upper screen (over-sized particles) are sent to the
crusher. The crushed granules act as a seed to the
granulator, and are recycled back to the granulator.
Granules that pass through the upper screen but remain lying on the lower screen are the product-sized
particles that are collected for further use. Granules
that are too small to remain lying on the upper nor on
the lower screen are the under-sized particles that
are recycled back to the granulator together with the
crushed over-sized particles. Thus, the recycle feed
contains both the crushed over-sized particles and
the under-sized particles.

2.2. Mathematical Model
The overall flow scheme for the drum granulation loop
is given in Figure 3 (Symbol descriptions are given in
Appendix 1). A continuous granulation process in a rotary drum was modeled using a mass based population
balance equation (PBE). Here, the developed models
are 2-dimensional models with respect to particle size
and position in the granulator. The resulting PBE is
partial differential equation (PDE) that is discretized in
terms of its internal coordinate (particle diameter) and
external coordinate (axial position in the granulator).
The mass based PBE with particle diameter ( d ) as the
internal coordinate, spatial variation ( z ) as the external coordinate, and time coordinate (t ) is

2021/4/50

∂m(d , z , t )
∂  m ( d , z, t ) 
= −d 3
G
 + B ( d , z, t )
∂t
∂d 
d3

(1)
∂
− D ( d , z , t ) − v ⋅ m ( d , z , t )  ,
∂z
where m(d , z , t ) is the mass density function [29], [30],
[31]. Equation (1) is formed by assuming the two granulation mechanisms, particle growth due to layering and
particle agglomeration. Equation (1) is derived from a
number based PBE as in [26], [31]. Derivation of Equation (1) and mathematical expressions for the G, B, D
terms in Equation (1) are reported in detail in [31], [30].
Mathematical models of the screens and the crusher
(Figure 3) are given in Table 2.3.

2.3. Model Solution
The solution to PBEs is found by discretizing the PDE
(Equation (1)) into a system of ordinary differential
equations (ODEs). The PDEs for PBE are discretized
in terms of the internal coordinate, i.e., particle diameter, and also in terms of the external coordinate, i.e.,
the position in the drum granulator.
The two granulation mechanisms, particle layering and
particle agglomeration, require different discretization
algorithms. In this paper, the layering term in Equation
(1) is discretized using a finite volume scheme extended by a Koren flux limiter function (KFL) [9], [30]. The
agglomeration term in Equation (1) is discretized using

Figure 3
Simplified flow diagram of the drum granulation loop used for modeling the granulation loop [30]
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Table 1
Model expressions for the screens and the crusher in Figure 3
Model unit

Model expression

m oγ o = ϒ upp m eγ e
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where



m  z, t , d 1  ≈
i−
2 


 M i −1 1 

+ φ θ 1 

 di −1 2  i − 2 
M
M  
×  3i −1 − 3i − 2   ,
di − 2  
 di −1

(3)



m  z, t , d 1  ≈
i+
2 



 M i 1 
+ φ θ 1 

i+
 di 2  2 
 M M  
×  3i − 3i −1   ,
di −1  
 di

(4)

1
∆d

m u γ u = (1 − ϒ upp ) (1 − ϒ low ) m eγ e
m pγ p = (1 − ϒ upp ) ϒ low m eγ e
ϒ upp,low =

Screen

1
2

d

1 +  screen,upp,low  exp ( k )
d




 
d
k =  K eff,upp,low 1 − 


  dscreen,upp,low



γ crush =
Crusher

2






 ( d − d crush )2 
exp  −

2


2σ crush



1
2πσ





2
crush

m crush γ crush = ( ∑m oγ o ) ⋅ γ crush
m iγ i = m crush γ crush + m u γ u

1
∆d

with

θ

i−

1
2

M i M i −1
−
+ε
di3 di3−1
=
,
M i −1 M i − 2
− 3 +ε
di3−1
di − 2

(5)

and

a cell average scheme described in [10], [11], and applied to a mass-based PBE in [30], [31].

M i +1 M i
−
+ε
di3+1 di3
θ 1
=
.
Model expressions for the screens and the crusher
in
i+
M i M i −1
2
−
+
ε
Figure 3.
di3 di3−1
If N c is the total number of particle size classes (cells),
the discretized PBE in terms of particle size can be
written as,






dM i
= d 3 Gm  t , d 1  − Gm  t , d 1  
dt

 i− 2 
 i + 2  

The birth Bi of the particles are given as

Bi =

M M
1 i i
β jk 3j 3k ,
∑∑
2 j =1 k =1
d j dk

−
i −1 i

i −1

i −1

−
i i

i

i

i

+
i i

i

i

i

+
i +1 i
Nc

− M i ∑βik
k =1

i +1

i +1

i −1

i

i

i

Mk ∂
+ ( v ⋅ mi , z ) ,
d k3 ∂z

i



i

j =1 k =1

1

3
Mk 3
3 
d
d
+
(
)
j
k 
d k3
 .
M j Mk

jk

3
3
d j dk


j
3
j

jk

j =1 k =1

i +1

(7)

and the average diameter of all the new-born particles
th
in the i class is

(d ) H (d − d )
+B λ (d ) H (d − d )
M

(2)
 ∑∑β d
+ B λ ( d ) H ( d −=
d)
d 

+ B λ ( d ) H ( d − d )]
∑∑β

+d [B λ
3
i

(6)

(8)

Agglomeration kernels ( β jk and β ik ), the dimen±
sionless term λi ( d ) and the Heaviside step function
H in Eq. (2) are defined in [30], [31].
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Assuming constant particle velocity inside the granulator space, the external coordinate discretization is



∂
=
v ( mi , z ) v  m 1 − m 1  .
i,z+
∂z
 i,z− 2
2

(9)

The approximation of the terms m

i,z±

1
2
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is performed

using the KFL scheme similarly to the layering term
approximation. The resulting expressions are given
in detail in[30].

3. System Dynamics

3.2. Oscillatory Behavior
The dynamic model developed for the rotary drum
granulation loop is able to capture the main dynamics
of the granulation process. Through dynamic simulations, the model was found to reproduce the oscillatory behaviour typically seen in granulation loops. In
particular, the developed model is able to reproduce
oscillatory behaviour in the particle size distribution,
measured as the particle size d50 diameter (median
diameter that corresponds to the intercept for 50% of
cumulative mass), Figure 4.
Figure 4
Simulated PSD of the effluent from the granulator

3.1. Simulation Setup
Dynamic simulations are performed using MATLAB
and Simulink [14]. Simulation setup is the same as
given in [29]. Simulation parameters are listed in
Table 2.

2.8

2.4

Table 2
Simulation parameters [29]
Parameter

Value

Range of d [mm]

0-8

Number of particle classes

80

Grid type

linear

Length of granulator [m]

10

Number of compartments

3

ρ [kg ∙ m–3]

1300

β 0 [s–1]

1.0 ∙ 10–13

m sl,i [kg ∙ h–1]

1000

dscreen,upp [mm]

3.3

dscreen,low [mm]

1.9

K eff,upp

45

K eff,low

45

d crush [mm]

2.0–1.0

σ crush

0.25

TR [s]

600

Transport delay [s]

600

2
0

10

20

Similarly to the simulation results, oscillatory behaviour is also observed in the industrial-scale plants
as shown in Figure 5. Oscillatory behaviour is observed
not only in the granule d50 but also in the product quantity (mass flow rates). Illustrations showing oscillatory
behavior in product quantity are given in [30] and not
illustrated in this paper for the sake of brevity.
Figure 5
Oscillatory behavior in PSD of an industrial granulation
loop process [29]
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Further insight into the system dynamics of the granulation loop process is obtained from a bifurcation
analysis. Here, a simple bifurcation analysis based on
model simulations was performed. For this, the system was simulated until stationary conditions were
reached, and the upper and the lower d50 value was
registered when the system oscillated. In these simulations, the crusher gap spacing d crush was chosen as
a bifurcation parameter to analyse the change in the
behaviour of the PSD, being measured as d50 , in the
effluent from the granulator. The simulations were
performed with the different values of d crush , from 2
mm to 1 mm with an interval of 0.1 mm. Stable and
unstable points (oscillatory behavior) of d crush were
determined using the obtained amplitude of stationary solutions at different d crush values.
Simulation results of the bifurcation analysis are illustrated in Figure 6. In Figure 6, the minimum and
the maximum d50 value of the oscillations at a certain
d crush is depicted. These simulation results showed
that at larger crusher gap spacings, a stable granulation process is observed (d crush < 1.5 mm). However,
as the crusher gap spacing is reduced, the granulation
loop starts to show oscillatory behavior, and at a certain crusher gap spacing ( d crush < 1.4 mm), sustained
periodic oscillations occur. The probable reason of
the oscillatory behavior of the granulation process is
described in [30].

2021/4/50

4. Control of the Granulation Loop
4.1. Design of the Control System
In this paper, the stability of the d50 diameter is performed by implementing a controller having a 3-way
valve opening α as the control input. When the valve
α is opened, i.e., 0 < α ≤ 1 , some fraction of the product-sized particle mass flow rate is added to the recycle
flow. The control output is the particle d50 diameter in
the effluent, i.e., on the elevator coming from the granulator before the granules are sieved. Details regarding
the design of the control system are given in [29].

4.2. Classical PI-Controller
Here, a classical proportional-integral PI-controller
was used to eliminate the oscillatory behavior of the
process. The schematic diagram of the PI-controller
for the granulation loop process (oscillatory process)
is illustrated in Figure 7.
Figure 7
Classical PI-controller control strategy for granulation
loop process. u = α — control signal (valve opening); y —
controlled variable ( d50 of the effluent); r — reference point
r

+

-

α
PI-controller
PcI(s)

u

Oscillatory
Process
P(s)

y

Figure 6
Bifurcation plot with the crusher gap spacing d crush as
bifurcation variable

The granulation plant can be approximated as an oscillatory process having a transfer function

3

P( s) =

2.6

K p e −τ s
2ζ s  s 
+ 
1+
ω0  ω0 

2

,

(10)

where P( s ) is the transfer function of the underdamped (oscillatory) process, K p is the process gain,
τ is the process time delay, ω0 is the natural frequency
and ζ is the damping factor.

2.2

1.8
1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

Process parameters K p , τ , ζ , and ω0 were found using
a simulated step-response of the granulation process.
For this, a step-change of the valve opening (ratio of
the product-sized particles to be recycled) is given
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to the system. An example of such a step-response is
shown in Figure 8. Expressions for calculating process parameters are summarized in Table 1.

Table 4
Expressions for designing the classical PI controller PcI ( s )
Parameter

Figure 8
Illustrative example of a step-response: A change in d50 of the
effluent from the granulator as a response to a step change in
the valve opening α ; T0 –period of the oscillation and A1,
A2 –amplitudes of the first two overshoots of the 2nd order
response

I
c

 1 
2 ζ 
 ω0 
k (TcI + τ )

Ti I

 1 
2 ζ 
 ω0 

TcI

−τ < TcI < ∞

K

3

Expression

A1 A2

where K cI is the proportional gain of the PI controller
and Ti I is the integral time constant of the PI controller. The PI controller tuning parameters, K cI and Ti I ,
were found using Skogestad's tuning rules for oscillatory processes [13] that are given in Table 2.

2.5

T0

2
0

10

20

30

4.3. Double-Loop Control Strategy

0.2

In this section, a double-loop control strategy for oscillatory systems [16], [22], [29], is applied to control
the d50 diameter in the effluent from the granulator.
The double-loop control strategy consists of two controllers, an inner controller and an outer controller.
The proposed double-loop control strategy is illustrated in Figure 9.

0.1
0
0

10

20

30

Table 3
Model parameter identification
Parameter

ζ

Figure 9
Representation of the double-loop control strategy as:
(a) double-loop control algorithm, (b) single-loop control
algorithm [16]; u = α – control signal (valve opening), y = d50 –
controlled variable ( d50 of the effluent), r — reference point

Expression

1
2π
1 + ( )2

σ

ω0
σ

2π
T0

r
r

+
+ -

A 
ln  1 
 A2 

Outer controller
controller)
Outer(PI
controller
u
PIIc (s)
(PI controller)

PIIc (s)

u

+

+

-

-

Oscillatory
Process
Oscillatory
y
P(s)
Process
P(s)
Inner controller

controller)
Inner (P
controller
Pdc(s)
(P controller)

Pdc(s)

(a)

The PI controller equation in frequency domain is
written as,


1 
PcI ( s ) = K cI 1 + I  ,
 Ti s 

-

r
r

+

+

-

-

Outer controller
controller)
Outer(PI
controller
PIIc (s)
(PI controller)

u
u

PIIc (s)

(11)

(b)

Overdamped
Process
Overdamped
Po(s) y
Process
Po(s)

y

y
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The inner controller (Pdc ( s ) in Figure 9) is used to convert the underdamped process ( P ( s ) in Figure 9) to
an overdamped process ( Po ( s ) in Figure 9). The outer
controller ( PcII ( s ) in Figure 9), which is the main controller, is used to achieve specified performance. The
double-loop control strategy resembles the cascade
control structure. However, the main differences between the double-loop control structure and the conventional cascade control structure are:
Table 5
Expressions for designing the double-loop control strategy
PcII ( s )
K ci = 2 ⋅

(ζ

2
i

+ ζτω0 ) ±

(ζ

2
i

+ ζτω0 ) + τ 2ω02 (ζ i2 − ζ 2 )
2

τ 2 w02 K p

Outer controller
in frequency
domain

Overdamped
system
parameters

ωi = ω0 1 + K ci K p
i
p

K =

1 + K ci K p

ζi >1
T1 =

ζ i + ζ i2 − 1
ωi

T2 =

ζ i − ζ i2 − 1
ωi


1 
PcII ( s ) = K cII 1 + II 
 Ti s 

K cII =
Outer
controller
parameters

Kp

Teff
K (TcII + τ eff )
i
p

Ti II = min(Teff , 4(TcII + τ eff ))
−τ eff < TcII < ∞

τ eff
= τ + 0.5T2
T=
T1 + 0.5T2
eff
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_ With the double-loop control structure, the same

measurement, y , is used for both the inner
controller and the outer controller (Figure 9).
In the conventional cascade control structure,
usually the measurement used for the inner loop
controller and the measurement used for the outer
loop controller are different. The measurement for
the outer control loop, for the conventional cascade
control structure, is the controlled variable of
the system that needs to be tracked to a given set
(reference) point.

_ With the double-loop control structure, the

inner and the outer control loops are usually not
categorized into slow or fast controller loops as is
usually done in the conventional cascade control
structure.

The combined transfer function from u to
ure 9 is

Po ( s ) =

P( s)
P( s)
=
,
1 + P( s ) ⋅ Pdc ( s ) 1 + P( s ) ⋅ K ci

y in Fig-

(12)

where Po ( s ) is the transfer function of the overdamped system and Pdc ( s ) is the transfer function
of the inner (damping) controller. Here, the damping
controller is a P-controller, i.e., Pdc ( s ) = K ci .

Expressions for finding process parameters of the
overdamped system are summarized in Table 9. The
expressions listed in Table 9 are derived by using an
approximation of the time delay as e −τ s ≈ 1 − τ s. For
the outer controller, the PI controller was used. The
outer controller was used to track a reference point.
Tuning of the outer controller was performed using
SIMC PI tuning rules given in [27] and applied to the
granulation control system in [29].
Expressions used to find the PI controller tuning
parameters, overdamped process parameters and
outer controller parameters, for the double-loop
control strategy are summarized in Table 9. In overdamped systems, the damping factor is greater than
1. In this study, the value for the inner loop damping factor is set to ζ i = 1.5 . Underdamped process
parameters, K p , τ , and ω0 , are calculated using expressions given in Table 1, i.e., were found using a
simulated step-response of the granulation process
shown in Figure 8.
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5. Simulation Results
Feedback control strategies are applied to make granulation loops more steady in operation. The closed
loop simulations were performed using the design of
the control system of the granulation loop process described in Section 4.1. The controller is implemented
to suppress the oscillatory behavior of the process parameters as discussed in Section 3. In particular, the
controller is designed to control the PSD, measured as
d50 , of the particles leaving the granulator. Thus, the
control output is the d 50 of the particles leaving the
granulator (effluent from the granulator). Stabilization of the oscillatory behavior is performed by recycling some of the product-sized particles back to the
granulator. Thus, the control input is the valve opening α that controls the recycled product flow.

Two control strategies are used to control the d 50
diameter: (i) a classical PI-controller and (ii) a double-loop control strategy. First, the closed simulations
were performed using the classical PI-controller. The
PI-controller was tuned using SIMC tuning rules for
the oscillatory systems. Then fine tuning was done to
achieve better performance of the PI-controller.
In Figure 11 and 12, the controller was turned on when
the sustained oscillatory behavior in PSD distribution, measured as ( d 50 ), of the particles leaving the
granulator was observed. Particularly, the controller
was turned on at the maximum point of the cycle, at
t = 20 h with d crush = 1.3 mm.
Figure 11
Control input and control output when the classical PIcontroller is used: controller turned on at the maximum
point of the cycle
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Figure 12
Product-sized mass flow when the classical PI-controller
is used: controller turned on at the maximum point of the
cycle
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0.5

0.3

0.1
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Simulation results using the classical PI-controller
showed that it is possible to use a simple PI controller in order to eliminate the oscillatory behaviour in
product quality (PSDs) and quantity (mass flow rate).
When the PI controller was turned on, the oscillations were suppressed (damped) and the desired reference point was tracked. However, the convergence
rate towards the operating point was relatively slow
(it took more than 24 h of process simulation). This
would limit the use of a such control strategy in a industrial-scale plant.
Simulations results when the double-loop control
strategy was used are depicted in Figures 13 and 14.
Similarly to simulations with the classical PI-controller, these simulations were also performed when
the sustained oscillations in the granulation process
were observed, i.e., at d crush = 1.3 . For a fair comparison, in Figures 13 and 14 the controller was turned
on at the same maximum point of the cycle, at t = 20 .
With the double-loop control strategy the oscil-
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Figure 13
Control input and control output when the double-loop
control strategy is used: controller turned on at the maximum
point of the cycle [29]
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lations were quickly damped when the controller
was turned on - a non-oscillating particle d 50 and
mass flow rates of the effluent were obtained. It took
only around 6 h to reach steady state value when
the controller was turned on. Thus, with the double
control strategy it is possible to reach significantly
faster controller response compared to the classical
PI-controller.
For further understanding of the controller behavior,
the controller was turned on at the minimum point
of the cycle (Figure 15). For fair comparison, identical controller parameters were used when controller was turned on at maximum and minimum cycle
points. These simulations were performed both with
the classical PI-controller and with the double-loop
control strategy. In Figure 15, the response in the controlled variable for both control strategies are shown.
Figure 15
Classical PI-controller vs double-loop control strategy:
controller turned on at the minimum point of the cycle
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Figure 14
Product-sized mass flow when the double-loop control
strategy is used: controller turned on at the maximum point of
the cycle
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Similarly to the previous simulation results, significantly faster convergence rate towards the operating
point is achieved when double-loop control strategy is used. As to the position in the cycle when the
controller was turned on, no significant differences
were seen for either control strategies, Figure 16 and
17. In the case of the double-loop control strategy, a
slightly faster convergence rate towards the operating point is achieved when the controller is turned
on at the maximum point of the cycle, 7h vs 6h with
the minimum and maximum points respectively
(Figure 17). To sum up, stabilization of the granulation process is achieved significantly faster with the
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double-loop control strategy than with the classical
PI-controller.
For both control strategies, the point of the cycle at
which the controller is turned on (maximum or minimum point of the cycle) does not significantly affect
Figure 16
Comparison of the control outputs for the classical
PI-controller: controller turned on at minimum vs
maximum point
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the closed loop response. This allows the operators to
instantaneously turn on the controller without having to wait for several hours to reach either the maximum or minimum point of the cycle.
The double-loop control strategy is based on the
well-established linear system theory which is already widely excepted in the process industry. This
also allows for easier integration of this control
strategy in the existing control system. Implementation requires to combine current on-line sensors
for particle size distribution to provide an estimate
of the median d50 . Online particle size analyzers are
commercially available and often installed in granulation plants. Such devices can analyze several properties related to size and shape of particles, and the
median d50 is used as a measurement to a PID controller in the Process Control System. In addition,
process must allow for direct manipulation (preferably automatic) of the discussed control input,
the fraction of return flow. The double-loop control
strategy uses a combination of a P controller and a PI
controller, and the design of the inner loop controller
provides flexibility in the sense that the operator can
freely choose the desired damping ratio and calcu-

Figure 17
Disturbance rejection: Disturbances are applied at t = 20 h and t = 65 h (controller is turned on), and at t = 142 h (controller is
turned off, umanual = uauto)
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late the gain of the inner controller. The additional
inner loop of the double control strategy does make
the control system slightly complex compared to the
classical PI controller. However, the advantage with
the double-loop control strategy is that the oscillatory behaviour is suppressed significantly faster. This
also means shorter transient periods in the plant
and, hence, less production of the off-spec particles
(over-sized and under-sized particles). Faster and
tighter control of the product specification ( d 50 of
the effluent from the granulator) leads to improved
operation with further means improved profit. With
the double-loop control strategy the particle mass
flow rates also converges towards the operating
point significantly faster compared to the classical
PI controller. A stable mass flow rate also eliminates
overloading or under loading of various equipment
in the granulation loop.
Figure 17 shows that the double-loop control strategy
is able to compensate for disturbances. Here, a crusher gap spacing is used as the disturbance. First, disturbances are applied when the controller is turned on.
Second, the controller is turned off using the last value of the control input that is obtained while the controller was turned on. When the controller is turned
off and the disturbance is applied to the system, the
oscillatory behaviour in the particle d 50 reappears
(Figure 17). Like the double-loop control strategy, the
classical PI controller is able compensate for the disturbances, however, not illustrated in this paper for
the sake of brevity.
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6. Conclusions
The model presented in this paper was found to reproduce oscillatory behaviour of the granulation loop
process seen on industrial-scale granulation plants.
According to the performed bifurcation analysis, oscillatory behaviour in the particle d50 occurs at crusher
gap spacing d crush < 1.4 mm. Dynamic open loop simulations showed that it is possible to suppress oscillatory behavior of granulation loop process by recycling
back some fraction of the product-sized particles.
Two feedback control strategies are proposed to suppress the oscillatory behavior of granulation loop
process. Both control strategies utilize the most used
control algorithm in the industry, namely the PI controller. In the first control strategy, a classical PI-controller is used. In the second — a double-loop control
strategy with the two controllers, a P-controller and a
PI-controller. Closed loop simulation results showed
that both control strategies are able to suppress oscillatory behavior in PSD of the granules leaving the
granulator. Different simulation scenarios are performed for understanding the controllers behaviors.
Simulation results showed that there is no significant
difference in the dynamic response when the controller is turned on at the minimum point in the cycle or
at the maximum point. The comparison between the
two proposed control strategies shows that it is possible to achieve faster convergence rate towards the
operating point when the double-loop control strategy is used. Thus, it can be advantageous to use the
double-loop control strategy to make the granulation
loop processes more steady to operate.

Appendix 1
Symbol

Description

Symbol

Description

B

birth rate due to particle agglomeration

P( s)

transfer function

D

death rate due to particle agglomeration

d

particle diameter

G

growth rate due to particle layering

d50

particle median diameter

H

Heaviside step function

K eff

separation efficiency of the screen

Kc

proportional gain of the controller

Ti

integral time constant

Kp

process gain

dscreen

mesh size of the screen

m

mass density function

m

mass flow rate

t

time

v

velocity
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Description

u

manipulatable variable

y

controlled variable

α

valve opening

β

agglomeration rate (kernel)

γ

particle size distribution function

ϒ

probability function of the screen

ρ

particle density

σ

standard deviation

τ

time delay

ζ

damping factor

λ

dimensionless term

ω

natural frequency

Subscript

crush

Description

crusher

e

effluent from the granulator

i

influent to the granulator

o

over-sized particles

p

product-sized particles

sl

slurry

u

under-sized particles

upp

upper screen

low

lower screen

i

size class

z

compartment of the granulator
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